We develop powerful numerical and analytical techniques for the solution of the Helmholtz equation on general domains. We prove two theorems: the first theorem provides an exact formula for the ground state of an arbirtrary membrane, while the second theorem generalizes this result to any excited state of the membrane. We also develop a systematic perturbative scheme which can be used to study the small deformations of a membrane of circular or square shapes. We discuss several applications, obtaining numerical and analytical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of the frequencies of a drum of arbitrary shape is a problem of formidable difficulty. In fact, the exact solutions to the Helmholtz equation are known only in special cases, namely for the equilateral triangle, for rectangles and for circles and ellipses, where they are expressed in terms of trigonometric, Bessel and Mathieu functions. For general shapes, including those obtained performing small perturbations of the domains just mentioned, exact results are not available. In these cases one is forced to use approximate methods, which can be either analytical or numerical.
The same problem holds for a quantum billiard, which is defined as a region of space where a point particle (for example an electron) is moving freely, not being allowed to escape. This is the quantum analog of a classical billiard where a particle only interacts when colliding elastically with the walls of the billiard, changing its trajectory. The Schrödinger equation in this case reduces to the Helmholtz equation used to describe the drum.
The study of quantum billiards requires the calculation of a large number of energy levels, which are needed to extract the statistical distribution of the the level spacing s n = E n+1 − E n . On theoretical grounds it is expected to obtain different statistical distributions if the corresponding classical billiard is either integrable or chaotic.
Given the interest in calculating both the low and high parts of the spectrum, different approaches have been developed over the years to obtain approximate solutions to the general problem. We may divide them into two categories: numerical and analytical methods. It is outside of the scope of this paper to give a full account of all different approaches which have been used before for this problem; we rather prefer to mention a selected number of works which we find representative and which can the source for additional reading. The reader interested in finding more details and references may find useful to * Electronic address: paolo.amore@gmail.com check the bibliography of the papers that we mention; in particular, a very useful source of information on this problem is the beautiful paper by Kuttler and Sigillito [1] , which contains 142 references and which reports both numerical and analytical results.
Among the numerical methods used to solve the Helmholtz equation we mention:
• the method of particular solutions (also known as Point Matching Method) of Fox, Henrici and Moler [2] (a recent improvement of this method is discussed in ref. [3] );
• the method of fundamental solutions of Bogomolny [4] ;
• domain decomposition method of ref. [5] (a recent application to isospectral drum is contained in [6] );
• the conformal mapping method (CMM) of Robnik [7] ;
• the plane wave decomposition method (PWDM) of Heller [8] ;
• boundary integral methods (BIM) (see for example [9, 10] );
• the method of Vergini and Saraceno [11] ;
• the expansion method of Kaufman, Kostin and Schulten [12] ;
• finite element methods (FEM), see for example [13, 14] or the multigrid method of Heuveline [15] ;
• collocation methods (in particular ref. [16] contains a useful introduction to pseudospectral methods): as a special case in this category we mention the conformal collocation method [17, 18] , which will be used in this paper;
• the radial rescaling method of [19] We now come to the analytical approaches to the solution of the Helmholtz equation, which are essentially based on perturbation theory. It appears in this case that the attempts to perform systematic and precise calculations for the spectrum of arbitrary membranes are fewer and not as successfull as for the numerical methods. In particular Ref. [20] describes a boundary shape perturbation method, which is expressed in terms of the Green's function. Ref. [21] describes the arbitrary perturbation of a circular domain which preserves the internal area of a membrane. This first order calculation is originally due to Rayleigh [22] . Other perturbative approaches have been introduced in [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . Still based on perturbation theory is the λ-expansion used by Molinari in [28] to deal with regular polygonal membranes. None of the methods mentioned above has been applied to a systematic calculation of the spectrum, but rather of few selected levels. As a matter of fact, we are not aware of calculations in the literature for the whole spectrum of a drum, even slightly perturbed with respect to a solvable problem. In a different context, the study of chaos in atomic nuclei, perturbation theory has also been used to study the statistical fluctuations of ground-state and binding energies [29] .
Interestingly, it seems that the analytical methods have received considerably less attention than the numerical methods. The development of a systematic approach to perturbation theory for membranes (quantum billiards) of arbitrary shape is thus one the goals of the present paper.
The paper is organized as follows: in section II we describe two numerical approaches to the solution of the Helmholz equation on arbitrary domains which are based on the use of conformal mapping (these are a new version of the CMM of ref. [7] and the CCM of ref. [17] ); in section III we develop two different analytical approaches to the solution of the problem: in the first approach, which is nonperturbative, we prove two theorems which provide, general expressions for the energies of the ground state or of an arbitrarily excited state; in the second approach, which is perturbative, we obtain a systematic expansion for the energies of an arbitrary membrane. In section IV we apply the methods of sections II and III to several non trivial examples, which are helpful to illustrate the power of the techniques developed in this paper. Finally in section V we draw our conclusions.
All the numerical calculations have been carried out using Mathematica 7 [30] .
II. NUMERICAL METHODS
In this section we describe two different numerical methods: in the first part we introduce and modify the conformal mapping method (CMM), which was originally developed by Robnik [7] ; in the second part we discuss the conformal collocation method (CCM), which has been developed by the author in a recent paper [17] .
A. Conformal mapping method
We briefly describe the conformal mapping method of Ref. [7] . The same notation of that paper is used here. D is the domain of the billiard whose boundary is given by an analytic curve in the (u, v) plane. The quantum states of a particle confined in D are described by the hamiltonianĤ
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on D. In the following we will useh 2 /2m = 1. As explained in ref. [7] a conformal tranformation can be used to map the original region D onto the unit disk:
where w = u + iv and z = x + iy. Actually, using Riemann mapping theorem, one may choose the mapping function f (z) so that D is mapped to an arbitrary simply connected region of the plane, which we call Ω. Here we choose Ω to be a square of side 2. Upon performing the conformal mapping the operator in eq. (1) transforms asĤ
where we have defined
We therefore obtain the eigenvalue equation
If we assume Dirichlet boundary conditions the eigenfunctions ψ(x, y) may be conveniently expressed in the orthonormal basis of the eigenfunctions of the laplacian on the square Ω as:
with n x , n y = 1, 2, . . . , ∞. Von Neumann boundary conditions could be also studied by using the appropriate basis. We do not consider this case here. The eigenvalues corresponding to the wavefunctions of eq. (6) are
and we may write
c nx,ny Φ nx,ny (x, y) .
By using the orthogonality of the Φ we obtain the equations
where
In order to convert eq. (9) into a matrix equation we may identify a state in the box using a single integer index
where 1 ≤ k ≤ N 2 and N 2 is the number of states to which we have limited the sums in eq. (9) 1 . We may also invert this relation to obtain
where [a] is the integer part of a real number a and η → 0 + . Using these conventions eq. (9) may now be cast in the form
The solution of this equation requires the calculation of a large number of integrals Σ kk ′ , which is the most time consuming part of the method, as explained in Ref. [7] . Moreover, for large values of the indices in eq. (10) the integrands are rapidly oscillating functions, which are more difficult to calculate numerically.
The calculation however may be done quite efficiently if the conformal map f (z) is a polynomial or if it can be approximated with good precision by a polynomial, i.e. by the first few terms of its Taylor series around z = z 0 , with z 0 ∈ D. In such a case we may express Σ(x, y) as
and thus obtain
The analytical calculation of these integrals may be done quite efficiently using the recurrence relations for the Q nmk given in appendix A. Recurrence relations for the integrals which are relevant for the von Neumann boundary conditions, R nmk , are also obtained.
B. Conformal collocation method
An alternative strategy for the solution of the Helmholtz equation is to use a collocation approach, as explained in Ref. [17] . We briefly review this approach.
As we have seen in the previous section the homogeneous Helmholtz equation on a domain D may be mapped to an inhogeneous Helmholtz equation on a "simpler" domain Ω (which in this paper we assume to be a square of side 2). The resulting equation, eq. (5), may then be written in the equivalent form
The discretization of this equation proceeds as follows (more detail can be found in Ref. [17] ): first, we introduce a set of functions, the little sinc functions (LSF) of ref. [31] , s k (h, N, x), which are defined on x ∈ (−1, 1) and obey Dirichlet bc at the borders (LSF corresponding to more general boundary conditions are obtained in ref. [32] ) :
For a given N (integer) there are N −1 of these functions, each peaked (with value 1) at a point x k = kh (h = 2/N is the spacing of the uniform grid which these functions introduce) and vanishing at the remaining grid points x j = jh, j = k. A function f (x) obeying Dirichlet bc may be interpolated using the s k (h, N, x) as
In a similar way we may derive twice this expression to obtain
where in the last line we have introduced the matrix c
, which provides a representation for the second derivative operator on the grid. Notice that these matrix elements are known analytically. The discretization of eq. (16) is now straightforward: for simplicity we consider the one-dimensional version of this equation and we write
which provides an explicit representation of the operator
If we want to generalize these results to two dimensions, we may consider the set of functions which are obtained from the direct product of the set of functions in the x and y directions, i.e. s k (h, N, x)s k ′ (h, N, x). Notice that we are assuming that the number of elements in the two directions is the same although different values could be considered if needed. Clearly the representation of an operator on the grid in terms of these functions will depend on four indices (the two integer indices corresponding to the initial point on the grid and the two integers indices corresponding to the final point on the grid). However we may identify a specific point on the grid with a single integer
This relation is easily inverted to give:
where [a] is the integer part of a and η → 0 + . Using these results one may easily generalize eqn. (20) to two dimensions as
from which we easily obtain the representation ofÔ ≡ − 1 Σ(x,y) ∆ on the grid 2 :
We underline some useful features of this expression:
2 Eqns. (22) and (23) and the corresponding equations for the indices j and j ′ allow to express everything in terms of K and
• the matrix corresponding to c
k ′ j ′ is the representation of the 2D laplacian operator on the uniform grid in a square of side L = 2; this matrix is "universal", i.e. not specific to the particular problem one is solving, and sparse.
• the matrix corresponding to 1 Σ(xj ,y j ′ ) is specific to the domain D since Σ is related to the conformal map; however this matrix is diagonal and therefore only N − 1 elements need to be calculated;
• the matrix O is a nonsymmetrical real square matrix whose eigenvalues are real.
• no integrals need to be calculated, since Σ is simply evaluated on the grid points. In this case one does not need to approximate the map with a polynomial in z.
Because of the features above, the optimal computational strategy consists of calculating the matrices for the discretized laplacian on Ω for grids of different sizes. Typically, this is the most time consuming task but it only needs to be done once, since these matrices are common to all problems and therefore they can be stored and used when needed without having to recalculate them. When a particular conformal map is chosen, one only needs to calculate the N − 1 diagonal elements of Σ, which has a much more limited computational cost. The matrix representation forÔ is thus obtained quite effectively and selected eigenvalues (eigenvectors) may be calculated rapidly. We will discuss some applications of this approach in Section IV.
III. ANALYTICAL METHODS
In this section we derive useful analytical approximations for the energies of a particle confined in a two dimensional region. In the first part we obtain a systematic approximation to the ground state energy and wave function (or more in general to the lowest state in each symmetry class of the problem): this expansion is really non-perturbative and it is proved to converge to the exact values; in the second part we obtain the analytical expression for the spectrum of an arbitrary two dimensional region, worked out in perturbation theory up to third order.
A. Nonperturbative formulas
We will now derive a general formula for the ground state of a drum obeying Helmholtz equation (5) or the equivalent equation (16) .
As noticed before the conformal map has allowed to convert the original homogeneous Helmholtz equation, defined on a domain D, into an inhomogenous Helmholtz equation, defined on a "simpler" domain Ω, which in the present case we will assume to be a square of side 2.
We make few observations regarding the composite operatorÔ = − 1 Σ(x,y) ∆, which will help us to devise a suitable approach to finding approximations to the states of eq.(16):
• the operatorÔ is non-hermitian,Ô † =Ô. This confirms the observation made in the previous section that the matrix representing the operator on the uniform grid is real and non-symmetrical.
• the operatorÔ may be cast in a manifestly hermitian form by considering its symmetrized form
In the framework of the Conformal Collocation Method (CCM) of the previous section, the matrix representing this operator on a uniform grid is symmetrical and hermitian. Moreover its eigenvalues coincide with those of the unsymmetrized matrix. From now on we will always work withÔ (sym) and therefore we will omit the superscript. It is interesting to notice that the form that we have found forÔ (sym) has been proposed by Zhu and Kroemer in [33] , discussing the problem of the connection rules for effective mass wave functions across abrupt heterojunctions. A discussion of kinetic operators containing more general position dependent effective mass terms is discussed in [34] .
• Ω is a two-dimensional domain on which the spectrum (energies and wave functions) of the negative laplacian operator is known exactly, i.e. a square (rectangle) or a circle.
• the eigenvalues ofÔ are definite positive if we assume Dirichlet boundary conditions: the inverse operatorÔ exists. For von Neumann boundary conditions a state with zero energy is present and one needs to define the invertible operator
where η → 0 + is a positive infinitesimal parameter.
• the spectrum ofÔ is not bounded from above, i.e. there is an infinite number of states, of arbitrarily high energy;
• the spectrum of the inverse operatorÔ −1 is bounded from above, the largest eigenvalue being the reciprocal of the lowest eigenvalue ofÔ (of course there is still an infinite number of states which become denser and denser as the eigenvalues approach zero). The spectrum ofÔ −1 η corresponding to von Neumann boundary conditions is also bounded from above, although its largest eigenvalue tends to infinity as η tends to zero.
To simplify the notation in the following we will writê O η as simplyÔ, implicitly assuming that an infinitesimal positive shift η is used if von Neumann bc are used.
We are now in position of stating the following Theorem:
Theorem 1 Let |Ψ 0 be the exact ground state of the operatorÔ and |Ψ be an arbitrary state with nonzero overlap with |Ψ 0 . Then the lowest mode of the Helmholtz equation (16) is given by
(f (z) is the conformal map which maps D into Ω). More in general, if |Ψ is orthogonal to the first n states of eq. (16) then the resulting state converges to the n + 1 excited state.
The proof of this theorem is easy: for simplicity we limit to Dirichlet bc and therefore set η = 0 (the case of von Neumann bc is obtained straightforwardly, working with a nonzero η).
Given an arbitrary state |Ψ , we may decompose it in terms of the eigenstates ofÔ, |Ψ n , and write |Ψ = ∞ n=0 a n |Ψ n . By applying the inverse operator to this state we obtain
where E n are the eigenvalues ofÔ. These eigenvalues are positive definite, E n > 0, for all values of n. For this reason the component of |Ψ 0 in this new state has been amplified with respect to all the other components |Ψ n≥1 . Therefore repeated applications of the inverse operator will further suppress these components and the resulting state will converge to the true ground state of O. This concludes our demonstration. What we have described so far is actually an implementation of the well known Power Method [35] for an infinite dimensional matrix, with positive definite eigenvalues which are bounded from above.
There are several aspects which make the present implementation of the Power Method particularly appealing:
• the convergence rate of the algorithm depends on the ratio of E 1 /E 0 , becoming slower when E 0 and E 1 are not well separated. An upper bound to this ratio is provided by the Payne-Polya-Weinberger conjecture [36, 37] 
where j 0,1 and j 1,1 are the first positive zeroes of the Bessel functions J 0 (x) and J 1 (x). This conjecture has been proved in ref. [38] . On the other hand, it is easy to convince oneself that the ratio will get close to 1 for elongated domains D, where the longitudinal dimension is much larger then the transverse one. In these cases one may combine the method with a suitable dilatation in order to improve the convergence.
• the ground state of the negative laplacian on Ω provides an initial guess of good quality (the typical implementation of the Power Method uses a random initial guess);
• in the case of von Neumann bc the initial guess should be chosen orthogonal to the zero energy state, which is trivial.
• we may reasonably expect that the lowest modes of the negative laplacian on Ω, which we call |n , dominate in |Ψ 0 ; therefore we may leave the coefficients of the expansion of the initial guess in terms of the |n unspecified and use the variational principle to obtain them. In other words we may look for the coefficients which minimize the expectation value ofÔ in the state generated with the Power Method.
We now explore explicitly the application of the variational principle to first order. For simplicity we assume Ω to be a square. Let us choose an arbitrary state |χ which can be decomposed in terms of the eigenstates of the Laplacian on a box as
Notice that the state |k = |k x , k y is the direct product of the states corresponding to each direction. Similarly we call ǫ k the eigenvalue of the negative Laplacian on Ω for this state,
Working to first order we obtain an explicit approximate expression for the ground state
We may cast this result in the form
Using this result we may obtain the first order approximation to the ground state energy 3 :
given above provides an upper bound to the true energy E 0 :
The coefficients c
n may therefore be chosen so that the expectation value ofÔ is minimized. Therefore using a suitable number of coefficients in principle one may obtain arbitrarily accurate estimates for E 0 .
If we are willing to trade the accuracy for the simplicity, we may set c 
which reduces to a quite simple formula when the internal sums are limited to the lowest state
In Section IV we will consider few applications of the formulas given above.
The generalization of these results to higher orders is trivial after observing that
The reader may notice that a variational bound on the ground state energy could also have been obtained calculating the expectation value ofÔ in |χ :
and then minimizing this expression with respect to the c (0) k . This expression, however, has two unpleaseant features: first, it contains matrix elements of the operator Σ −1/2 , instead of Σ 1/2 ; second, and most important, it contains the energies of internal states in the numerator, instead that in the denominator. Since in any practical application of these formulas a cutoff is used for the internal sums, this expression will be more sensitive to this cut and therefore less precise.
This equation provides a useful recurrence relation for the coefficients c k .
For example we have
where the completeness of states |k k| = 1 has been used to obtain the final expression.
The results that we have just obtained for the ground state may also be generalized for the excited states. As a matter of fact we may state the following Theorem:
be an eigenstate of the operator O with degeneracy d and with an eigenvalue E n . Let |Ψ be an arbitrary state with nonzero overlap with at least one of the |Ψ (d) n and let Λ be a real parameter for which |E n − Λ| ≪ 1. Then the state
is a linear combination only of the d degenerate states |Ψ
The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof that we have given earlier for the ground state. We just need to notice that the eigenvalues of the operator Ô − Λ −2 are positive definite and bounded from above. Because of the condition |E n − Λ| ≪ 1 the repeated application of this operator to |Ψ amplifies the components corresponding to the eigenvalue E n since 1/(E n − Λ) 2 is the largest eigenvalue of Ô − Λ −2
. When the limit is taken only the components corresponding to this degenerate eigenvalue survive, which proves the theorem. By choosing other d − 1 linearly indipendents ansatz and repeating the procedure, we obtain d linearly independent combinations of the degenerate states, which we can use to calculate the matrix elements ofÔ. The diagonalization of this matrix provides the d eigenstates of interest. Notice that this strategy for calculating arbitrary eigenvalues and eigenvectors of large matrices is discussed in refs. [39, 40, 41] .
B. Perturbation theory
While the previous approach based on the power method provides a systematic approximation to the ground state of a drum of arbitrary shape, an alternative approach consists of applying perturbation theory to obtain the corrections to the energies and wave functions.
Once again our starting point is the symmetrized operatorÔ
which reduces to the negative laplacian for Σ = 1, corresponding to a square of side L = 2. If we consider small deformations of this square and write
where σ ≡ Σ − 1 and η is a power counting parameter (which at the end of the calculation is set to 1), which is used to keep track of the different orders in powers of σ.
Our operator may now be expanded in powers of η aŝ
where the explicit form of theÔ i may be worked out rather easily:
Within perturbation theory we may now calculate the corrections to the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of our operatorÔ, keeping in mind that it contains arbitrary powers of η. The standard scheme of RayleighSchrödinger perturbation theory (RSPT) may be easily adapted to this problem and the contributions up to third order read:
Notice that the expressions corresponding to orders η 2 and η 3 receive contributions from distinct operatorsÔ i .
We have calculated the perturbative corrections to the energy up to third order for the non-degenerate part of the spectrum:
Details of the derivation of these coefficients are given in the Appendix B.
The expressions above seem to suggest the presence of a term (−1) k n|σ|n k in the perturbative coefficient of order k: assuming that this is true, one recovers a geometric series which produces a term ǫ n /(1 + n|σ|n ), which, for n = 0, is precisely the term obtained for the ground state energy working to lowest order, eq. (40) .
We may now discuss the extension of these results for degenerate states. Suppose that a state is d times degenerate: in this case the perturbative expansion needs then to be carried out using the eigenstates of the d× d matrix σ d of elements n i |σ|n j , where |n i (i = 1, . . . , d) is one of the degenerate states. With this modification the sums over internal states automatically exclude the degenerate states, given that the interaction does not mix them, and the perturbation expansion is well defined. Notice that if the matrix σ d is diagonal and proportional to the identity matrix, the degeneracy of the levels will not be lifted by perturbation theory. We will discuss some examples of this in the Section IV considering the spectrum of a circular membrane.
To illustrate how this works in practice we may consider the simplest case, in which the states are twice degenerate. Let us call |n 1 and |n 2 these states and ǫ 1 and ǫ 2 their corresponding energies. If we work with perturbations of the square, the states of double degeneracy (which are also the most common states) are states with quantum numbers (n x , n y ) and (n y , n x ).
The eigenvalues of the matrix σ d=2 are:
We clearly see that if n 1 |σ|n 2 = 0, then theε 1,2 are degenerate (as anticipated). The eigenvectors of σ d=2 are:
Its eigenvectors are:
We may now explicitly write down the different orders in PT. For example to first order we have
To second order we have:
We do not write explicitly the formula of the third order which is obtained in a similar fashion.
C. Perturbation theory again
Let us now try to obtain perturbative expressions for the energies using a different approach, which uses the theorems of eq. (28) and (44) . For simplicity we limit our considerations only to the ground state.
Using eq. (28) we write
and |Ψ is an arbitrary state with non-zero overlap with the exact ground state. The perturbative series for E 0 is of the form
and therefore
In taking the derivatives of the expression (68) we need to consider that the state |Ψ is arbitrary and therefore it may be chosen to be independent of η. A suitable choice is to pick |Ψ the ground state of the unperturbed hamiltonian, −∆.
Let us consider, for example, the first order term:
In order to evaluate this expression we only need to consider the terms containing the derivatives, since the remaining terms may already be evaluated at η = 0. For instance
Let us now considerÔ −n us to order η:
We thus obtain:
which agrees with the formula obtained earlier.
IV. APPLICATIONS
In this section we consider several applications of the methods described in the previous sections and compare the results obtained with those in the literature.
A. Unit circle
The exact wave functions and energies of a circular billiard are known analytically and are expressed in terms of the Bessel functions and its zeroes. This example therefore provides an ideal test both for our numerical methods and for our analytical approximations (clearly Ω in this case is a square). Fig. 1 displays the unit circle which is obtained from a square of side 2 using a conformal map. The internal lines in the circle correspond to the mapping of a uniform grid on the square. Here the map has been approximated with the Taylor expansion to order z 37 . The effect of this approximation is well under control, since the coefficients decay quickly: for instance, the coefficient of z 37 is 1.6 × 10 −11 . We may roughly expect that the smallest errors that we can obtain in our calculation stopping to this order are of this order of magnitude. Notice that using higher orders in the Taylor expansion makes sense only if one can handle the matrices of the size needed to achieve the extra precision made available by the Taylor expansion.
We have applied both methods described in this paper to this problem, working to different orders. The results obtained for the first three levels are reported in Tables  I (CMM) and II (CCM). In the case of CCM N 2 is the number of elements of the basis of the square which have been used; in the case of the CCM N 2 is the number of internal grid points used for the discretization. The reader may notice that the results obtained with the CMM for these states are more precise than those of the CCM for the same states: moreover the lowest error reached with the CMM is of the order of 10 −11 . A second feature, which is common to both methods, is that the sequence of values obtained for a given eigenvalue changing N is monotonously decreasing, as one would expect from the variational principle. This implies that the extrapolation of values corresponding to different N may be used to obtain more accurate results. Notice that this is not generally true for finite element methods, which do not describe exactly the border of the membrane.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the error Ξ ≡ E approx n E exact n − 1 for the first 3000 energy levels of the circle using either the CMM with N = 60 (thick black line) or the CCM with N = 100 (thin red line). We need to make two observations at this point: first, that the problem is symmetric with respect to both axes and therefore one could use this property to reduce the dimensions of the matrices to work with (for example, the even-even part of the spectrum may be obtained in the CMM using a 900×900 ma- On the other hand the CCM results are obtained with a much larger matrix: for this reason we see that the error grows more gently for the highly excited states compared to the CMM.
We now consider the application of eq. (35): we may pick the coefficients c n minimizing the expectation value in the equation, thus obtaining a precise upper bound to the energy of the ground state. In Fig. 3 we plot the error over the energy of the ground state calculated variationally. A fixed cutoff N int = 36 has been used for the internal sums; a varying cutoff N is used to limit the number of "final" states ψ n (x) used in the calculation (remember that the basis in two dimensions is obtained with the direct product of these states and therefore grows as N 2 ). In Table III we display the energies of the twenty lowest levels of the circular membrane obtained using perturbation theory to different orders (up to third order). In the first column we report the quantum numbers corresponding to the states of a square box of side 2; in the second column we report the degeneracy of the states; in the last column we display the exact results, obtained from the zeroes of the Bessel functions. The formulas obtained in this paper have been applied limiting the internal sum taking N = 20.
There are several observations that we can make looking at this Table: first, that these results, although perturbative, are rather precise, expecially for the lowest lying states; second, that we are recovering the correct degeneracies observed in the spectrum of the circle: in some cases, such as for the states (1, 2) and (2, 1) the the interaction term (σ) is diagonal and therefore the degeneracy is not lifted by perturbation theory; in other cases, such as for the states (1, 3) and (3, 1) the interaction is not diagonal and therefore perturbation theory splits the levels 4 . However, the lowest of the splitted levels approaches the level corresponding to (2, 2) , thus approximately reproducing the degeneracy observed in the spectrum of the circle. Finally, for some states we observe level crossing caused by the interaction: this is the case, for example, of the states (1, 5) and (5, 1), which are splitted by the interaction, yielding a lower state which lyies below the degenerate levels (3, 4) and (4, 3) .
In Fig. 4 we display the energy of the fundamental mode of the unit circle obtained using perturbation theory to order two (triangles) and three (diamonds) as a function of the number of states in the internal sums. The solid line is the exact result, while the dotted line is the result obtained using the simple formula of eq. (40).
B. Deformation of the square
We consider the conformal map f (z) = z + αz 2 , for |α| ≪ 1, which produces a deformation of the square of side 2. Fig.5 shows the membrane obtained for α = 1/20.
In this case we have
We may easily calculate the matrix elements using the integrals earlier defined:
4 As we shall see later working with a general deformation, to leading order in PT the degeneration is lifted only for states (we limit to twice degenerate states) |nxny where nx + ny is even. In particular:
for n = m and
for n = m. Let us discuss explicitly the case of states which are twice degenerate: |ñ 1 = |n x , n y and |ñ 2 = |n y , n x where n x = n y . For such states we have that the matrix elements read:
Since the matrix is diagonal and proportional to the 2 × 2 identity matrix, the perturbation in this case does not separate the degenerate states and the first order correction in PT is the same as for a the non-degenerate states:
We notice however that E
n goes like α 2 , so we need to calculate the α 2 contribution which comes from the second order correction. As we can see from the matrix elements of σ written above, to order α only nondiagonal terms contribute. Therefore, provided that n x = m x we have:
We may thus write the contribution to order α 2 in the second order PT:
Actually these formulas hold also for states of higher degeneracy, since also in this case the interaction matrix is diagonal and proportional to the identity matrix.
The series appearing in this equation may be calculated analytically (we do not report the expression here because of its length), instead we report the first three values are:
We may also calculate the leading behaviour of F (n x ) for n x → ∞. In this case we find:
Notice that in the limit of highly excited levels, n x → ∞, we may use the asymptotic behavior of F (n x ) written above to predict that the energy calculated to order α 2 behave as
Provided that we consider states with n y ≪ n x we obtain the following limit
thus being decreased by a constant factor with respect to the energies of the box. In Table IV we display the quantity (E n −E box n )/α 2 , for different values of α and for the first 50 states. The energies in the deformed box have been obtained using CCM with N = 60. In the last column we report the leading perturbative result, corresponding to the analytical formula which has been obtained in this paper. Notice how well the numerical results approach the theoretical one even for moderate values of α. Only 15 of these corrections are positive, the remaining corresponding to a lowering of the frequencies. In Fig. 7 we display the first 50 levels of the deformed square as a function of 1/α. The solid line are the precise numerical results obtained using CCM with N = 60; the dashed lines are obtained using the analytical formulas that we have obtained.
C. A general formula
Let us therefore consider a general conformal map
where ̺ n are real coefficients of similar strength and η is a small parameter. Notice that ̺ 1 is related to a dilatation. In this case we have 
We focus on the term of order η and write the corresponding matrix elements
Notice that an analytical expression for the C is obtained quite easily using the results in the appendix A. In particular the diagonal matrix elements read We may now consider the off-diagonal matrix elements between two degenerate states. For the twice degenerate states |n = |1, 2 and |m = |2, 1 we have
In this case the degeneration of the levels is not lifted by the perturbation as already discussed earlier. The same occurrs for all the states where n x and n y add to an odd integer.
On the other hand, states where n x and n y add to an even integer do have non vanishing matrix elements. For example, for the states |n = |1, 3 and |m = |3, 1 we have: 
For these states the degeneracy is lifted by the perturbation. In Table V we have written the analytical expressions for the first order perturbative corrections (divided by the energy of the square of corresponding quantum numbers and changed of sign) generated by the conformal map written above, for the first 20 energy levels. The reader may notice that only odd powers in the map contribute to this order. Moreover, the degeneration is lifted only for the states {|1, 3 , |3, 1 }, {|2, 4 , |4, 2 } and {|1, 5 , |5, 1 } (for which as mentioned before the sum of the two quantum numbers is even), although the splittings depend only on some of the coefficients (̺ 5 ,̺ 9 , . . .).
D. Robnik's billiards
Out next application is to Robnik's billiard, which are obtained using the conformal map of the circle [7] 
where A = cos p and B = 1 √ 2 sin p. The parametrization of A and B in terms of p describes a family of billiards of constant area A = π. We write the map as
where we have defined λ ≡ tan p √ 2 as in Ref. [7] . Since the maps f (z) andf (z) are related by a dilatation, one can calculate the eigenvalues corresponding to the second map and easily obtain the eigenvalues corresponding to the first map as:
We will therefore use the second map and then use the relation above to obtain the eigenvalues corresponding to the first map. We thus have:
and
Notice that having chosen to work with the second map rather than with the first one, eliminates a constant term σ and therefore simplifies the calculation.
In this case we are working with the orthonormal basis of the circle:
The normalization constants are:
where J k is the Bessel function of order k and γ kn its zeroes. We have followed almost entirely the notation of Ref. [7] , apart of introducing an index s for the degeneracy: all states with k > 0 are twice degenerate, states with k = 0 are simple. The application of our perturbative formula requires the calculation of the matrix elements of σ. Thus we need to calculate:
Using the integrals above we may obtain the matrix elements of σ:
Notice that the diagonal matrix elements are of order λ 2 , whereas the off-diagonal matrix elements start at order λ. This means that our perturbative (in the power counting parameter η) formulas contain contributions with different orders in λ. For example the first order formula is of order λ 2 , just as the second order perturbative formula, which contains squares of off-diagonal matrix elements. On the other hand, the third order perturbative formula is of order λ 4 , since the last sum, which involves the product of three non-diagonal matrix elements vanishes when the external states are taken to be equal. For this reason, the general results that we have obtained in this paper allow us to make a rigorous perturbative analysis of this problem only to order λ 2 . We may therefore writē
. Even before doing any numerical calculation, we may look at the form of the matrix elements of σ to understand how the degeneracy of the level of the circle is lifted. We observe that the s dependent component of g k,k ′ ,s is nonzero only when (k, k ′ ) is (0, 1) or (1, 0) . This means that only the levels with principal quantum number k = 1 have the degeneracy lifted. A splitting of the levels corresponding to k > 1 may only occurr through higher order perturbative contributions (to order λ 4 and higher, and it is therefore highly suppressed.
In Table VI we display the first 40 eigenvalues of a Robnik billiard with λ = 1/100 and λ = 1/20, calculated with the perturbative formula (106) to order λ 0 and λ 2 and with the CCM with N = 100. We may observe that the splitting of the levels corresponding to k = 1 is reproduced quite well by our formula; in particular the results obtained for λ = 1/100 with second order perturbation theory reproduce amazingly well the numerical CCM results. For λ = 1/20, we observe a small splitting of some of the levels corresponding to k > 1, such as for example for the states with quantum numbers (2, 1). As mentioned before, these splittings come from higher order perturbative corrections, which we are not considering here.
In Fig. 9 we display the splitting of the first two excited levels of the Robnik's billiard, corresponding to the quantum numbers (k, n) = (1, 1) , as a function of the parameter λ. The solid line is the perturbative result to order λ 2 , calculated in this paper, which corresponds to ∆E (P T ) = 29.3639418λ 2 + 58.7278836λ 4 (observe that this expression contains a power λ 4 because of extra power of λ coming from the rescaling factor 1/ cos 2 p in the energies); the pluses are the precise numerical results obtained using CCM with N = 100. Finally, for λ ≈ 0.5, the splitting is seen to behave linearly in λ: the dashed line represent the linear fit of the last four points, ∆E (f it) = 0.5095 + 4.90231λ. A resummation of the perturbative series (assuming that it is possible to calculate it to arbitrary orders), should therefore be able to reproduce this leading asymptotic behaviour. It would also be interesting to study the radius of convergence of the perturbative series and see if it has any relation with the insurgence of quantum chaos.
E. Regular polygonal billiard
Another interesting application of the techniques discussed in this paper is to the calculation of the frequencies of a regular polygonal billiard. This problem has been attacked in a series of papers, using both numerical and analytical approaches.
In ref. [42] Liboff has studied the polygonal quantum billiard problem, proving that the first excited state of a regular polygon is doubly degenerate. In ref. [43] Liboff and Greenberg have studied the hexagon quantum billiard, constructing a subset of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, while in ref. [44] Liboff has considered classical and quantum wedge billiards.
Molinari has obtained analytical expressions for the frequency of the ground and first excited states using a perturbative approach, which he calls "lambda expansion" [28] . Cureton and Kuttler [45] have used a numerical approach (which is essentially the Conformal Mapping Method of [7] and Strang [46] have obtained an analytical formula for the simple states of regular polygonal with N sides as a function of 1/N . Other works have considered specific polygons, and applied different methods to solve the Helmholtz equation on these domains: for example, Betcke and Trefethen have applied the method of particular solutions in ref. [3] to obtain very precise values for the first three eigenvalues of a regular decagon; Lijnen, Chibotaru and Ceulemans, used a radial rescaling approach in ref. [19] to obtain the ten lowest eigenvalues of regular polygons with N = 3, . . . , 6 sides; finally, Guidotti and Lambers [47] have considered a variant of the method of particular solution, and applied to a regular polygon with 128 sides (comparing their findings with those predicted by the formula of Grinfield and Strang).
We will now treat this problem with the systematic perturbative approach developed in this paper and then perform a comparison with the works mentioned above.
Our starting point is the conformal map
which maps the unit circle into a regular polygon of N sides inscribed in the circle [28, 45] . Following Molinari we have defined C N ≡
Γ(1+1/N )Γ(1−2/N ) and we have expanded the map as
(108) where f 0 = 1 and
As explained in the previous section, it is convenient to work with a rescaled map defined through the relation f (z) ≡ C Nf (z) and then easily relate the eigenvalues corresponding to the mapf (z) to those corresponding to the map f (z) by means of the equation
We thus obtain
Let us calculate explicitly the matrix elements kns|σ|k ′ n ′ s . We define
which can be written as
We also define
and thus we may write the matrix element of σ as:
We focus here on the calculation of the first order correction to the eigenvalues:
We may now explicitly write the diagonal matrix element of σ:
where the last term, when non-zero, breaks the degeneracy of the states with s = 1 and s = 2. If we look at the form of I (b) k,k,l,m we see that it does not vanish only when the condition 2k = ±N (l − m) is met. We need to distinguish between regular polygons with even or odd numbers of sides: for N even, we may fulfill this condition for k = N /2 and l = m ± 1, for k = N and l = m ± 2, and so on; for N odd, this condition is met for k = N and l = m ± 2, for k = 2N and l = m ± 4, and so on. Thus, perturbation theory to first order predicts a peculiar pattern of lifting of the degeneracy of levels.
Notice that the radial integrals can also be calculated explicitly:
We can therefore write the energy calculated up to first order in perturbation theory as
Let us focus for a moment on the perturbative result obtained at order zero, E kns ≈ [46] up to order 1/N 2 (notice however that their formula is limited to the simple states). The coefficient of order 1/N 3 is different, although very similar numerically: we obtain 4ζ(3) ≈ 4.81, while ref. [46] quotes
On the other hand, if we look now at the first order correction, we clearly see that it is not analytical at N = ∞ and therefore that it cannot be expanded in powers of 1/N .
In Fig. 10, 11 and 12 we have plotted the first 40 levels of the octagon, nonagon and decagon billiards, obtained using zero and first order perturbation theory (circles and triangle respectively) and using CCM with a grid corresponding to N = 100 (pluses). The boxes in the plots enclose the levels where first order PT predicts that de- generacy is lifted: as we have already discussed before, this occurrs at k = N /2 (and multiple integers) for regular polygons with even number of sides N and at k = N (and multiple integers) for regular polygons with odd number of sides. The numerical values corresponding to these plots are reported in Table VII : we like to underline that in some cases the CCM may provide tiny splittings for states which are degenerate. This occurrs because the discretization may explicitly break the symmetry of the billiard, although this splitting is bound to decrease as the grid gets finer and finer. Taking into account this fact, and looking at the Table we may speculate that the states lying below the (N /2, 1) states for even billiards and (N , 1) for odd billiards are degenerate (remember that Liboff's theorem of ref. [42] tells us that the first excited state of the regular polygonal billiard is degenerate). A rigorous proof of this conjecture would require the calculation of higher order perturbative contributions, which we plan to consider in the future. 
F. Hamiltonians with position dependent effective mass
As we have mentioned in section III A, the symmetrized form of the density dependent negative Laplacian operator that we have proposed in this paper had already been introduced in a paper by Zhu and Kroemer, ref. [33] , discussing a different problem.
In recent years there has been lot of interest in discussing the solutions of quantum mechanical models containing density dependent effective masses, which are common in the description of condensed matter systems. However most of the efforts have been put into constructing exactly and quasi-exactly solvable potentials for the Schrödinger equation with position dependent mass terms [48] . To the best of our knowledge perturbation theory has not been used as a tool to construct the solutions to this problem; since the results obtained earlier in our paper apply straightforwardly to the present case we now extend the approach of section III B to Hamiltonians of the form:Ĥ
Notice that the stationary Schrödinger equation associated to this operator may be solved numerical using the CCM of section II B, with the difference that now Σ is a physical density, not related to a conformal mapping. Moreover, the matrix representing the operator H on the uniform grid, now contains also a diagonal term corresponding to the discretization of the potential V . For problems defined on whole space, a suitable strategy corresponds to solve the SSE in a d-dimensional cube (d being the dimension of the problem), whose dimensions have been determined variationally, as done in refs. [31, 49] . The only difference in this case is the presence of the spatially dependent density Σ.
An alternative way of solving the problem consists of resorting to perturbation theory. We may cast this hamiltonian into the form
where V 0 is a potential for which the "unperturbed" HamiltonianĤ 0 = −h 
wherê
where the operatorsĤ (a) i are those which containĤ 0 and are equivalent to the one obtained before. Working up to second order and calling ǫ n and |n the eigenenergies and eigenstates ofĤ 0 we find
Let us consider the term:
Therefore we have
Likewise we may find the perturbative corrections to the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian; for example, we may consider the special case where V = V 0 / √ Σ, and therefore obtain to first order in perturbation theory:
We may apply this expression to the calculation of the uncertainties over position and momentum:
We thus obtain the product of the uncertainties
which for the simple harmonic oscillator simplifies to
V. CONCLUSIONS Our paper contains strong numerical and analytical results for the solution of the Helmholtz equation on general domains. We briefly state the novelties and advantages of the approaches outlined in this work:
• The extension of the CMM of Robnik [7] to use the orthonormal basis of a square allows to express the integrals (for polynomial conformal mapping or mapping which can be well approximated by polynomials) analytically. This clearly reduces the computation times and improves the precision.
• The computational advantages of the CCM of Amore [17] are made clear: the collocation matrix is made of two parts, a "universal" matrix, corresponding to the discretization of the negative Laplacian, which can be calculated once and for all for a given grid, and a specific "shape dependent" matrix, which is diagonal and therefore may be calculated quite efficiently. In this approach no integrals are ever needed to be calculated.
• We prove two theorems which provide explicit formulas for the ground and excited states of a quantum billiard. These theorems essentially implement the very well known "power method" for finite dimensional matrices, to operators in an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. The variational theorem also allows to obtain upper bounds to the ground state energy.
• We have formulated a systematic perturbation theory for membranes obtained slightly deforming a square or circular membrane. Our perturbation scheme is essentially the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory with a specific form of the interaction operator. The perturbative results discussed in this paper are in most cases very precise and provide a clear and simple explanation of the mechanism responsible for the lifting of degeneracies. For the case of the small deformations of the square, we have obtained an analytical formula for the whole spectrum. A possible application of our shape perturbation theory could be to the calculation of Casimir energies due to deformations of membranes. In a recent interesting paper, ref. [50] , for example, the point matching method has been used to numerically calculate Casimir energies for perfect-conductor waveguide of arbitrary section. Our perturbative approach could be useful for analytical calculations.
• The shape perturbation theory of the present paper could be applied to study the statistical distribution of the energy level spacings for quantum billiards obtained from small perturbations of the square or of the circle. In this case the study would provide an alternative tool to purely numerical methods or to asymptotic methods.
• We have provided a way to extract (at least in principle) the perturbative coefficients of the energy of a given level to a specific order. It would be certainly interesting to study the convergence properties of the perturbative series corresponding to quantum billiards of different shape and see if a relation between the chaotic behaviour of a billiard and the perturbative series could be established.
• The analytical results contained in the paper are not limited to two dimensional membranes, but can be used for problems of higher dimensions; moreover they can also be applied to describe the spectrum of arbitrary inhomogeneous membranes. A numerical study of this problem using the CCM has been already performed in [18] ; we plan to look at this problem with the analytical techniques of the present paper in the near future. Here we have applied our results to Hamiltonians containing position dependent effective masses, extending the perturbative approach developed for the Helmholtz equation.
We believe that several developments may stem out of the results contained in this paper: among these, it would certainly be worth looking at possible non-perturbative extensions of our shape perturbation method, which we plan to look at in the near future. Similarly, we plan to carry out an extension of the perturbative calculation of this paper to higher orders. A further interesting application could be to the inverse problem: in a classical paper, Kac [51] posed the question whether one can hear the sound of a drum, meaning by this if the complete knowledge of the spectrum of a drum is sufficient to determine its shape. We now know that the answer to this question is negative, since in 1992 Gordon, Webb and Wolpert [52] found an example of two two-dimensional not isometric drums which are isospectral. On the other hand, the perturbative formulas obtained in this paper might be used to find the shape of a drum which is obtained from a small deformation of a square or of a circle, knowing a number of frequencies. Finally the last application that we wish to mention is to the vibration of drums with fractal boundaries: refs. [53, 54, 55] , for example, consider the vibration of a membrane whose border is the Koch snowflake. In particular Banjai [55] uses a conformal transformation to map the snowflake into the unit circle and then performs a spectral collocation to obtain numerical results. Our perturbative approach, given the conformal map, is directly applicable to this problem and could maybe provide further insight in this problem.
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APPENDIX A: RECURRENCE RELATIONS
We introduce the definitions:
where θ(n − 1) = 1 for n ≥ 1. Notice that these functions obey Dirichlet and von Neumann boundary conditions respectively and that they are orthonormal:
We consider the integrals:
With simple algebra we are able to obtain recurrence relations. First we consider the case m = n:
These equations may be solved to yield the recurrence relations:
For m = n we have
which is easily solved to give
After calculating explicitly Q nm0 , Q nm1 , R nm0 and R nm1 one may then obtain the coefficients of higher order by simply applying the recurrence relations.
For instance:
, m = n . . .
APPENDIX B: PERTURBATION THEORY
In this section we give some detail on the calculation of the perturbative coefficients for the energy. In the following we introduce the definition ω nk ≡ ǫ n − ǫ k . We may use the expressions given in eqns. (48), (49), (50) and (51) inside the general formulas of eqns. (52), (53), (54) and (55) to obtain the analytical expressions which are reported in the paper.
We start with the second order term, since the zero and first order terms are straightforward. In this case we obtain:
Notice that the first sum in this expression is unrestricted, since l can take all possible value, including l = n. It is convenient to express the unrestricted sums isolating the term corresponding to l = n, i.e. writing
Keeping in mind this observation we may rewrite the first term of the equation above as
Similarly we may simplify the second term:
Combining the two terms we obtain the final result:
The third order contribution reads:
We may simplify this expression by arranging term with equal number of sums together. Keeping in mind this simple observation we consider the terms in the above expression which contain two sums:
= − 1 8 k =n m =n n|σ|k k|σ|m m|σ|n ǫ m (ǫ n + ǫ k ) ω nk + ǫ k (ǫ n + ǫ m ) ω nm + (ǫ n + ǫ k )(ǫ n + ǫ m )(ǫ m + ǫ k ) ω nk ω nm = − ǫ n 4 k =n m =n n|σ|k k|σ|m m|σ|n 2 − 3ǫ n 1 ω nk + 1 ω nm + 4 ǫ 2 n ω nk ω nm .
We start with the first term in the square parenthesis: V: First order perturbative corrections (divided by the corresponding energy in the square) for the first twenty states of a square drum subject to an arbirtrary (weak) deformation. For the states marked with † the degeneracy is lifted by the perturbation. λ = 1/100 λ = 1/20 (k, n) P T0 P T2 CCM P T0 P T2 CCM octagon nonagon decagon (k, n) P T0 P T1 CCM P T0 P T1 CCM P T0 P T1 CCM
